October, 1926

RAILWAY SIGNALING

Letters to the Editor
Slow Speed vs. Restricted Speed
To THE EDJTOR:
The standard code of train ruks (including the
interlocking and ignal rules) i under revision a~d
it is but fitting and proper that those interested 111
sio-naling should give earnest consideration to the
signal aspects and to the indications. .
.
Some 30 ycars ago the code permItted a combl~a
tion of aspects, we had one. two and three arm s~g
nals; all displaying red lights at night. Th:se. sIgnals operating in but two positions. could mdlcate
only stop, and/or proceed, so tha.t If It. were deSired
to indicate the position of the SIgnal 111 adva'nce It
was not uncom mon to find a four-arm signal, the
top being a home arm, the second a distant arm, the
third a home and the lowest a distant.
To reduce the multiplicity of arms, indicators were
resorted to so that at times one would observe a
single arm signal with a number .of indicators :"hich
would display the route set up WIth the SIgnal 111 the
clear position. This sort of signaling at the tIme was
termed route signaling. Originally the top arm governed to the route farthest to the right, the next arm
to the track ne:",! farthest and so on until there were no
more arms. or, in the case of indicators, until there
were no more indicators.
That system of signaling had its fault as a train
proceeding on the route straight ahead would at one
interlocking receive the top arm, at another the second arm and, perhaps, at another the third arm. This
iault was recognized and eventually the system of
signaling was changed so that at all interlockings the
top arm governed the main route.
"
The present code is based upon speed slgnahng.
\"-'here but one route is inyolnd there can be but
one speed, not considering physical conditions, nor
a movement which, at slow speed, can be made under
a second arm, sometimes designated as a calling-on
arm. so that all that is required is a single arm indIcating proceed at normal speed.
\"There we have two routes, the second ordinarily
is a slow speed one, and two arms are required, the
top governing to the high speed track, trains proceeding at normal speed and the bottom to the slow
speed track and indicating "Proceed at slow speed
prepared to stop short of train 01' obstruction."
This now brings us to a four track system where
movements are made at normal speed in both directions on two adjacent tracks; for classification we
will say eastward on tracks one and two and westward 0;, tracks three and four. At interlockings on
such a mad crossovers are usually provided which will
permit train movements at medium or restricted speed
to be made eastward from track 1 to 2 or 2 to 1 and
westward from track 3 to 4 01" 4 to 3. Such movements heretofore have been termed restricted speed
movements, the permissible miles per hour being specified in the time tables.
To provide for such restricted speed movement,
an arm giving the indication "Proceed at restricted
speed" must be had, so this brings us to the threearm signal. the top arm indicating "Proceed at normal speed," the second "Proceed at restricted speed,"
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and the third "Proceed at slow speed prepared to
stop. Proceed at restricted speed has never been
defined, neither has slow speed, except in the indication "Proceed at slow speed prepared to stop short of
train or obstruction."
There seems to be a tendency to confuse slow
speed and restricted speed and it has even been suggested that the definition of restricted speed be "Proceed at a speed prepared to stop short of train or
ob?tnlction." If such a definition is adopted roads now
usmg the seco~d arm for restricted speed movement
WIll have to C01l1 some term, possibly "medium speed."
Personally, I can see no good reason for the
proposed change.
Tormal, restricted, and slow
speeds are all that are required except that perhaps
we may want to differentiate as between proceed at
slow speed, and proceed at slow speed prepared to
stop. If a definition is desired, let us define slow
speed but leave restricted speed entirely alone.
Cleveland, Ohio.
F. B. 'WIEGAND,
Signal Engincer, NCII" York Cc-Iltral. Lines "Vcst.
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